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CALL TO ORDER: Pledge of allegiance and welcome to attendees 

ROLL CALL: Mike Barry, Denny Flynn, Jim Boyles, Deb Jeffers, Kelly Wagner 

  Absent: Conrad Gallant, Gary Hubbard, Howard Korn 

PROPOSED HAMPTONS EXPANSION 

1. The purpose of this meeting was to report on: 

• the proposed community expansion by Sun Communities, Inc (Sun) through acquisition of a 

15-20 acre land parcel immediately adjacent on our eastern boundary (initially discussed at the 

May 17, 2018 Board meeting) and the associated amendments to Prospectus I and Prospectus 

II, to change the maximum number of lots from 829 to 884; and 

• the HOA input to potential new/expanded amenities, infrastructure improvements, safety 

related upgrades, and Hamptons lifestyle issues. 

2. This expansion is not guaranteed; Sun communicated the need to understand the community’s 

receptivity, prior to performing a feasibility study of the project. 

3. The Board engaged HOA attorney Ann Hathorn to determine the HOA Board’s authority to 

approve the community expansion, review applicable documents (including a proposed amenities 

upgrade list), emailed communications on the matter – to Sun and the residents.  

4. Priority issues discussed with meeting attendees included potential community impacts, amenities 

Sun would offer, and traffic concerns (additional entrance/exit considerations). Amenities and 

traffic issues are on Sun’s wish list but cannot be negotiated until engineering plans are developed. 

No new pass-through taxes will be assessed onto existing residents. Other wish list items discussed, 

included: swimming pool, meeting space, restaurant expansion, gate security, lot rents, and 

controlled subleasing process. 

5. A letter from Divisional Vice President Sherri Woodward on Sun’s corporate decision was read 

and stated the steps to be undertaken and communicated, if expansion proceeds. The Board will 

negotiate with Ms. Woodward on the amenities desired and hold another special HOA Board 

meeting to review the final list, followed by a vote of the Directors. 

 

RESIDENT COMMENTS 

1. Administrative comments: Florida has very strict rules regarding the audio recording of people 

without their permission and residents are notified that the HOA records its meetings to ensure the 

accuracy of the published minutes. Residents making comments essentially grant tacit permission 

to record their comments. Residents were reminded to submit agenda items prior to the meeting so 

the Board has time to research issues. [Board replies are in brackets.] 

2. Rose Flynn #214: Hopes the expansion will result in better pool maintenance. The current deck 

tiles are in terrible shape – many are cracked. 

3. Brenda Wood #626: Can we add another dog park to the wish list? 

4. Linda Marshall #751: Will Sun confirm in writing that any additional pass-through taxes will not 

be increased or assessed onto existing residents? [Yes] 

5. Toni Fletcher #32: Would like to see regular police cruising our area, especially with so many 

residents up north now. 
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6. Janene Blow #333: Will all homeowners be notified of the expansion or just the HOA? Who 

votes? [HOA Board] 

7. Judy “JJ” Kenny #235: Questioned the timing of this project when most homeowners are not 

here. [The Board votes on behalf of the residents and not individual homeowners] She later 

clarified her complaint is not with the HOA Board but with Sun; Golfview cannot handle potential 

extra traffic. 

8. Jane Wells #308: Questioned if the wishes of the residents are seriously considered. 

9. Barbara Bohlk #686: Inquired if the Board is compelled to honor residents’ wishes. Sun doesn’t 

take care of what they have now. 

10. Kayla Schmalbach #170: Two and a half years ago, everyone complained about Florida Parks. 

When Sun purchased the Hamptons, everyone cheered but now everyone is back to complaining. 

Fifty homes added to 829 is no big deal. 

11. Harold (Bub) Gaw, Jr. #242: Asked if there will be increased traffic? [Unknown right now] 

12. Joe Guida #672: Believes residents have no say or options; management will do what they want. 

13. Gary Perschmann #658: Asked if the new homes will negatively impact existing home values. 

[The result should be just the opposite: The higher priced new homes in the potential expansion 

project will raise the sales price values and attractiveness of the older houses due to demand for 

the more attractively priced older houses.  Potential buyers visiting the potential new section will 

also see less expensive for-sale homes—if properly maintained— and will still appear equally 

attractive, perhaps even more so, when compared with new homes with similar square footage. The 

situation is similar to the old adage: “A rising tide raises all boats.” 

14. Nancy Binz #364: Stated management promises these things but don’t honor what they’ve already 

promised. 

15. Gene Garley #588: The original prospectus called for two pools. [There were never any plans for 

a second pool or clubhouse. This was confirmed by former Florida Parks senior management – 

Ellen Weil -  in discussions with the HOA Board at a meeting in 2011.  There were some former 

Florida Parks sales personnel who on occasions falsely suggested to potential buyers that multiple 

pools and clubhouses would be in the works.] 

16. Ruth Segars #731: Urged residents to trust the Board they have elected. 

17. Ernie Campbell #685: Regarding a gate guard: previously under Florida Parks, some residents 

paid $50+/month to pay for a front gate guard in conjunction with an agreement that residents 

would not sue the park owner for 5 years. Subsequently, someone reneged and sued Florida Parks, 

Inc and thus resulted in the termination of that gate guard arrangement. [This previous 

arrangement was not sanctioned or initiated and managed by the HOA, but by a small group of 

residents.] 

18. Rich Moyer #567: As a member on the Nominating – and Statutory – committees, he hears so 

many complaints that he wants names, so he can approach and ask them to run for the Board! 

NEXT BOARD MEETING: To be announced via email, website, street signs, and electronic 

sign board  

ADJOURNMENT: 8:17 p.m. 

 

Submitted by Debbie C. Jeffers, Secretary 


